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Solar Flare Particle Propagation' Comparison of a 
New Analytic Solution with Spacecraft Measurements 

J. E. LVPTON • AND E. C. STONE 

Cali]ornia Institute oi Technolooy, Pasadena, Calqomia 91109 

A new radial solution has been obtained to the Fokker-Plmack equation for solar flare 
particle propagation that includes the effects of convection, energy change, •nd anisotropic 
diffusion with K, -- constant. It is assumed that the particles are injected impulsively at a 
single point and that there is a fre• escape boundary. In addition, the azimhthal solution 
derived by Burlaga, which was based on Ko ccr •, has been modified to include some of the 
effects of solar rotation. With an outer boundary at •2.7 AU, a solar wind velocity of •400 
km/sec, and K, • 2 to 8 X 10' cm2/sec, the complete solution gives reasonable fits to the time 
profiles of 1- to 10-Mev protons from 'classical' flare-associated events '/Jbserved with the 
Caltech solar and galactic cosmic ray experiment aboard Ogo 6. It is not necessary to irivoke 
a scatter free region near the sun in order to reproduce the fast rise times bbserved for west 
limb events, indicating that • = constant is a better description of conditions inside I AU 
than is • ccr. The radial solution also provides insight into the possible dependence of the 
observed decay times on various parameters and can be used as the basis for an illustrative 
calculation of the evolution of the vector anisotropy. 

Solar flare particle transport has been studied 
both theoretically and experimentally for a 
number of years. Parker [1965], who correctly 
described the general features of interplanetary 
space (a s. piral magnetic field imbedded in an 
outward-flowing solar wind), also formulated 
the propagatiori of energetic particles through 
this medium in terms of the Fokker-Planck 

equation: ß 

ou 

ot 
- - v.(uv) 

-[- •V ' V (a(T)TU) (1) 
where U is the differential particle density per 
unit energy interval, r is the radial distance from 
the sun, V is the solar wind velocity (assumed to 
be independent of spatial parameters), a(T) = 
(T •- 2Moc•)/(T •- M•c•), and g is the diffusion 
tensor describing the random walk of the particles 
in the interplanetary plasma. This equation, 
which describes the particle density in a station- 
ary frame of reference, includes the effects of 
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diffusion, outward convection by the solar wind, 
and adiabatic cooling due to the solar wind 
expansion. Further derivations are given by 
Jokipii and Parker [1967] and Gleeson and 
Ax•ord [1967]. 

Many solutions to. the Fokker-Planck equa- 
tion have been developed in an effort to under- 
stand the particle fluxes observed after solar 
flare injection. Burlaga [1967] has produced a 
solution to the diffusion equation assuming 
anisotropic diffusion within a region surrounded 
by a free escape boundary. His solution describes 
observations of •100-Mev protons adequately, 
but neglects the effects of convection and 
adiabatic deceleration, which are important at 
lower energies [Forman, 1970, 1971a]. More 
recently, Fisk and Ax[ord [1968], Forman 
[1971a], and Ng and Gleeson [1971a, b] have 
discussed analytic solutions that include impul- 
sive injection, diffusion, convection, and energy 
change. Forman's [1971a] solution, which em- 
ploys a bounded diffusing region kith K• ccr 
and Ko •: r •, adequately describes the decay rate 
of low-energy solar flare events, but predicts a 
time to maximum that is longer than the •15 
hours frequently observed for west limb events. 

Such discrepancies between theory and obser- 
vation are the result of the approximations and 
assumptions necessarily invoked to obtain a 
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solution to the equation. Since many of these 
assumptions cannot be directly tested, such dis- 
crepancies are often the only indication of the 
validity of the assumptions. In the discussion 
that follows, a slightly modified set of assump- 
tions results in a solution that is in better 

agreement with the observations. Detailed com- 
parisons between this solution and actual obser- 
vations will be made that yield information about 
(a) the diffusion tensor; (b) the azimuthal 
propagation of particles; (c) the existence of 
an outer boundary to the diffusion region; (d) 
scatter free propagation near the sun; (e) the 
vector particle anisotropy; and (f) the energy 
change effect. The results not only provide in- 
sight into the assumptions, but also indicate 
how the assumptions might be modified to obtain 
a better solution. 

SOLUTION FOR CONSTANT Kr 

The new solution, which was the subject of a 
preliminary report [Lupron and Stone', 1971], 
employs the following boundary conditions and 
simplifying assumptions: 

(a) The differential particle density U - 
On/OT depends only on spatial position (r, 0, •), 
time t, and particle kinetic energy T. 

(b) All parameters except for the particle 
density U are assumed to be independent of 
energy T. 

(c) The solar wind velocity V is radial and 
independent of (r, 0, •, t). 

(d) No attempt is made to describe tran- 
sient phenomena such as solar wind fi•ictuations, 
shock waves, and hydromagnetic waves. 

(e) The particles are impulsively injected at 
r -- r, at time t -- 0 with an energy spectrum 
defined by Uo (T). Specifically, 

U(r, o, t= o, 

- 
2 i(o, 

(f) The differential density U remains finite 
as r--) 0. 

(g) A perfectly absorbing boundary exists at 
r - L such that U(L, O, •, t, T) -- O. 

(h) The diffusion tensor is taken to be 
diagonal in a reference frame aligned with the 
radial direction. In particular, ,: will be defined 
by K• = K• = •r' and •r = • = constant, both 
independent of energy T. 

The most critical assumptions are that •: is 
independent of energy T and is aligned with the 
principal axis in the radial direction. The energy 
dependence of • will be treated by dividing the 
energy domain into intervals within which K is 
independent of T. This approach will be justified 
later. 

Some comment should be made about the 

assumed diagonal form for the diffusion tensor 
in the (r, 0, •) reference frame. This would be 
the correct form if the magnetic field were 
radial. Then K, -- •,,, • = • -- •l, and the 
variable r would represent a path length mea- 
sured along a field line. Note that, contrary to 
actual conditions, the convective effects are in 
this case parallel to the-field lines. However, 
Englade [1971a], using a computational model 
for flare particle propagation, has found that 
approximating the spiral field with a radial 
configuration has only a small effect on the flux 
observed at I AU. 

The boundary condition at the sun would 
seem to be more appropriately described by 
either a perfectly absorbing or perfectly reflect- 
ing boundary at r -- r, (instead of at the 
origin). However, Ng and Gleeson [1971a] and 
Englade [1971b] have shown that the type of 
solar boundary condition assumed has little 
effect on the time profile observed at 1 AU. 

The assumption of an outer absorbing bound- 
ary may not be necessary, and several authors 
have developed solutions using an infinite diffu- 
sion region. In particular, Ng and Gleeson 
[1971a] find that an approximately exponential 
decay can be produced assuming K,, - •o(1 + 
r•). This •,. function provides a smooth transi- 
tion to a region of free escape, where • --) • 
and U --) 0. An abrupt boundary may be a 
reasonable approximation to use until more is 
learned about the r dependence of •. The r 
dependence is a very important assumption, as 
will be demonstrated later in the discussion. 

Applying the above simplifications and assum- 
ing U(r, O, (•, t, T) - R(r, t)Q(O, (•, t)T -v, 
the Fokker-Planck equation can be separated• 
into the following equations: 

•, O OQ •, Q OQ (3) sin 0 O0 sin 0•- •-sin 2 0 O• 2 - Ot 

[ •. 0•] OR 2CV R _ 1 0 r•(r) -- V Or r r 2 Or -- 
OR 

ot 

(4) 
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where the constant C is the Compton-Getting 
factor 

1 0 

C = I -- au OT [a(T)TU] (5) 
which, for a power law proton spectrum at ener- 
gies below ~ 100 Mev, can be written 

C = (2'¾ q- 1)/3 (6) 

where Xo and q•o are the solar latitude and longi- 
tude of the optical flare, and f• is the solar 
angular velocity of rotation. Note that Enqlade 
[1971a] has shown that the effects of solar rota- 
tion are more complicated than those discussed 
here. 

The solution for the radial dependence (equa- 
tion 4) requires an assumption for the form of 
Kr(r). If Kr(r) = •, equation 4 becomes 

Note that it is not necessary to specify the form 
of Kr(r) to carry out the separation, but it is 
necessary to assume that K0 = •lr •' and that g is 
independent of energy T. If U(r, O, •, t, T) is 
separable, the radial part of the solution R(r, t) is 
independent of any additional assumptions about 
the azimuthal propagation. 

For completeness we note that the solution 
can be generalized to describe any energy change 
process that varies as 1/r by introducing a 
time constant rB(r) = for which characterizes 
the strength of the energy change process. For 
pure adiabatic deceleration, •o = 3/4V and 
C = (27 + 1)/3. If some other energy change 
process is operative, then •o becomes a free 
parameter and C = 1- (7- 1)/21z•o. 

The solution for the azimuthal dependence 
(equation 3) is identical to that used by Burlaqa 
[1967] and Forman [1971a]: 

Q(o, •, t) = • c,P•(cos 8) 

ß exp [-- l(1 q- 1)g•t] (7) 

02R (• f ) OR 2CV R _ 1OR Or" q- -- •rr •r • Ot (10) 
A solution to equation 10 has been found using 
the boundary conditions and assumptions listed 
above. The details of the derivation are given 
in Appendix A. This solution can be written 
as the following eigenvalue expansion: 

R(r, t) = A exp [V(r -- rs)/2K] 

ß 
where Fo(V, p) is the regular Co•omb wave 
function [Abramo•tz and Stegun, 1964]. The 
a• are the eigenvMues defined by the outer 
boundary eon•tion 

•o(•/2½0 '•, ½•)'•) = 0 (12) 
The other parameters are defined as fo•ows: 

where 
1• = V(2C- 1)/g (13) 

cos 8 = cos 0 cos 0o C = I -[- ('• -- 1)/2Vro (14) 

q- sin 0 sin 0o cos(q• -- q•o) (8) 

and (0o, •o) is the center of the injection profile 
I(0, •) at the sun. For the 8 function injection, 
which will be used in this discussion, C, = 
21 + 1. Presumably the response to any sym- 
metric • (0, q•) can be generated using the proper 
coefficients C,. Since the sun is rotating, the 
center of the injection profile is moving with 
respect to the earth at the rate /lt, and the 
earth is connected to the sun by a magnetic 
field line displaced by an angle ilr/V from the 
central meridian. These effects can be included 

in part by using 

= Xo - + (0) 

r• = 4g/(4g"a• -t- V") (15) 

= ax (10) 

and A is arbitrary normalization. 
This expansion converges rapidly for t • 5 

hours for typical values of the other parameters. 
In the limit as V/• --> 0 the solution reduces 
smoothly to the result obtained by Burlaqa 
[1967]. 

Because equation 10 is linear, solutions can 
be superimposed, and one is not restricted to a 
pure power law energy dependence. Thus a 
more complicated initial spectrum Uo(T), which 
can be written as a superposition of power laws 
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Uo(T) - • A,T -•' (17) 
i 

can be treated by writing the radial solution in 
a more general form' 

s, t, 

-- q(o, •, t) • A,T-•'R,(r, t) (18) 
i 

which consists of a stun over separate radial 
functions Re(r, t), each corresponding to a 
different power law index y•. The azimuthal 
dependence Q(O, •, t) is not involved in this 
summation because the diffusion tensor g is 

assumed in this model to be independent of 
energy T. 

BEHAVIOR OF THE RADIAL SOLUTION 

Because many features of the time profile of 
a solar flare event are due to the 'radial' trans- 

port of particles, a discussion of R(r, t) may 
provide insight into actual particle propagation. 
Figure 1 shows the distribution of particles 
R(r, t) as a function of radial distance • at 
various times using typical values of the param- 
eters. The peak in the particle distribution, 

ioo 

io 

io-3 
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Fig. 1. The radial solution'R (r, t) defined by 
equation 11 is plotted versus radial distance r 
for various times after particle injection at typical 
values of the parameters. 

which is initially near the sun due to the 
function injection, moves. outward until the 
effect of the absorbing boundary is felt. Even- 
tually the distribution assumes a stable shape. 
The profile R(r, t) versus t observed at any 
position r displays a rapid rise to maximum 
intensity followed by a decay phase. The time 
to maximum, which depends on observation 
distance r, is ~15 hours at I AU. At late times 
(t • 100 hours), the first term of equation 11 
dominates, and the intensity decays exponen- 
tially at a rate characterized by •D = •, 
which depends only on the boundary location L, 
solar wind speed V, diffusion coefficient •, and 
the energy change parameter C. 

Figure 2 demonstrates the dependence of 
on •, L, V, and C. Note that there is a range 
of values of • over which the decay rate is only 
weakly dependent on •. An increase in V hastens 
the decay because these convection and energy 
change effects are strengthened. As the ratio 
V/•<• --) 0, the decay time constant approaches 
Burlaga's (•)-• dependence as expected. 

The decay in the particle intensity is pro- 
duced by the outward transport of particles to 
the boundary and by the energy loss process. 
Increasing the boundary distance L thus pro- 
duces a marked decrease in thb decay rate, 
because the processes of convection and diffu- 
sion deliver particles to the boundary less 
rapidly, and the energy change rate is slower 
at greater distances. 

Figure 2(c), which shows the effects of the 
spectral index 7 on the decay rate of intensity, 
demonstrates a strong dependence on 7. This 
becomes clear when the radial transport equa- 
tion is written as 

1 10R 1 0[ OR] 
V OR 2CV (19) 

The last term yields •c = r/(2CV), which at 
1 AU is ~17 hours, of the same order as the 
total decay constant •D•. 

The decay rates shown in Figure 2 occur late 
in the event when the relative distribution of 

particles/(r) is given by 

= 

ß ,xp 
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Fig. 2. The exponential decay time constant •Drc predicted by the radial solution is plotted 
versus K, for (a) various values of the solar wind velocity V, (b) various values of the bound- 
ary position L, and (c) different values of the energy change parameter C. 

which depends only on L, C, and the ratio 
This function is shown in Figure 3 fbr various 
typical values of this ratio. Again as V/K, --) O, 
f(r) reduces to BUrlaga's sin (vr/L)/r, which is 
peaked at the origin. As V/K, is increa•d, the 
peak in the distribution becomes more pro- 
nounced and moves outward due to the in- 
creased convective effects. The dependence of 
the position of this peak on V/• has been dis- 
cussed by Forman [1971b] for a model with 
K • Kor. 

]f we know the distribution of particles at all 
times, we can calculate the particle current S as a 

K' r: I0 21 cm2/sec 

0.4 0.8 1.2 

tin AU 

L=2.3AU 

C = 1.0 

V = 400 k m/sec 

I I •MI 
1.6 2.0 2.4 

Fig. 3. The radial distribution of particles a• 
late times is plotted versus r for various values of 
the ratio V/K,. 

function of time, where 

S = CVU- g.•U (21) 

It is illustrative to consider the radial part of 
the streaming $, which can be written as a 
sdalar composed of convective and diffusive 
terms as calculated from the radial part of the 
solution; 

•R 

$ = $v + $, = C YR- Kr c•'•' (22) 
In this discussion the streaming due to azi- 
muthal gradients is neglected. Figure 4, which 
shows the decay phase values of $, $v, and S• 
as a function of r, makes it clear which trans- 
port process is most important at any given 
radial distance. At the outer boundary, the net 
particle flux is outward and is due entirely to 
diffusion. Because the typical particle disiribu- 
tion at late times is peaked at r • I AU (see 
Figure 3), the gradient over much of the dis- 
tance is positive and the diffusive current $• in 
this region is directed inward. This inward 
diffUSion, which impedes the process of particle 
escape, exactly balances the outward convection 
at the origin to produce $(r -- O) -- O. 

The decay time constant •,•c -- -- U/(aU/at) 
is a measure of the total stored particle popula- 
tion relative to the rate at which particles reach 
the boiindary and escape. Figure 2 shows that 
a broad maximum in •,,c versus •, occurs typi- 
Cally for •, • 2 X 10 •ø cm'/sec. This maximum 
also occurs in the solution using K -- •or [For- 
man, 1971b]. 
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L = 2.:5 AU 

V = 400 km/sec 

•r = 1020 crn2/sec 
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Fig. 4. The particle current S at late times and 
the diffusive and convective components SK and 
Sv are plotted versus r for three values of •r. The 
shaded areas emphasize the region where the dif- 
fusive current SK is inward. 

FITS TO ACTUAL DATA ASSUMING ADIABATIC 

DECELERATION 

Additional insight into the approximations 

and parameters involved in the new solution 
results from comparison with three 'classical' 
prompt flare events that have been analyzed 
using the Caltech solar and galactic cosmic ray 
experiment [Altheuse et al., 1967] aboard 
NASA's Ogo 6 spacecraft, Table 1 summarizes 
the pertinent data for each of these events. 

Profiles of proton intensity versus time for 
various incident energy bins were fitted sepa- 
rately by eye with the new solution using only 
Kr, K•(1 AU), and A as free parameters. The 
time and location (Xo, q,o) of particle injection 
were derived from the parent flare identifica- 
tion for each event, while the average solar wind 
velocity V was assigned from the Solar Geo- 
physical Data (i969-1970). The radial position 
of injection was taken as the surface of the sun 
(r, -- 0.0047 AU), and an observer position of 
r - 1.15 AU was used, corresponding to the path 
length along the average spiral field. It was as- 
sumed that adiabatic deceleration was the only 
energy change process operativ e . Observations 
of the intensity within individual energy bins 
were fitted independently, and values of C were 
assigned to each energy interval by finding the 
average 7(T) -- d(ln U)/d(ln T) over the 
3-day observation period. Since the resulting 
values of •r and the observed spectral index 7 
have only a weak energy dependence, the initial 
assumption that • is independent of energy is 
reasonable. 

Figures 5, 6, and 7 show fits to the three 
flare events using the new solution with L -- 
2.7 AU, a value close to Burlaga's [1967] L -- 
2.3 ---+ 0.3 AU. It is apparent that the pre- 
dictions of the new solution can be 'made to 

agree very well with both the rise and decay 

TABLE 1. Summary of the Flare Events Selected for Analysis 

Optical Flare* 

Solar 

Importance Coordinates UT 

Assumed i Avg. 
UT of UT of Assumed UT Sola• Wind 
X Ray Type IV of Particle Velocity, 
Flares* Radio* Injection km/sec 

June 7, 1969 2N 45øE, 15øS 0630-0730 
0806-0820 
0930-1100 

Nov. 2, 1969 3B 90øW, 15øN 0939-1130 
Jan. 31, 1970 2B 62øW, 22øS 1508-1535 

?-1000 0953-0959 0800 400 q- 50 

0945-1059 1000 325 q- 70 
1507-1544 1536-1614 1530 400 q- 100 

* Taken from the Solar Geophysical Data (1969-1970). 
t The errors are estimates of the variations of the actual solar wind velocity from that assumed for the 

calculation. 
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SOLUTION FOR K, (r)=K / SOLUTION FOR •r(r) 
L=2.7 AU -I ß •= 2.7 AU 

ß _.. , V= 400 km/sec / •,:• V=325km/sec / 1.17-1.27 MeV 

,.n • 1.17 -1.27 MeV 

• / % : •,= 2.$ x •O•øc• 

% 
• N • •) •:•lO •ø 1 

, 1 
o o 

o_• • C = 2.43 
•. •=$•o •ø 1 o •ø: •.• •,: = x •o •ø I 

_ j , $: •e= I.e • IO 2• 
:--•o •-=o •v 

'• • •_ c: $.o / 
•,= e x •o •ø I 

. •l ' •e= 2x IO 21 / •. i . i , I , I ,.1 , I , I , I , I 
9 I0 II 12 13 14 15 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 I0 

DATE- dUNE 1969 DATE - NOVEMBER 1969 

the 3u•e ?, 1969, event using the •g. 6. • to the November •, 1969, event 
• . 

pre•D6 soIutioD. u•Dg the preseDt solution. 

profiles of all three events at proton energies 
from .• 1 Mev to ~70 Mev. 

Figures 8 summarizes the best-fit values of 
• for all three flare events for the assumed 

L -- 2.7 AU. Since the value of • is largely 
determined by the rising part of the particle 
intensity-time profile, the derived • values 
are more likely characteristic of the magnetic 
field fluctuations inside I AU. The • values 
agree well with each other and ace also of the 
same order of magnitude as the low-energy 
estimate for •, given by Jokipii and Coleman 
[1968] based on 1965 magnetic field measure- 
ments. The consistency between these three 
events is encouraging, especia.lly since one of 
them (the June 7 event) was separated by 
~t00 ø in solar longitude from the foot of the 
near-earth field line, while the other two (Nov. 
2 and Jan. 21) were west longitude events. The 
comparison with the magnetic field data should 
be regarded cautiously, since the magnetic field 
fluctuation in 1969-1970 may be different from 
that measured in 1965, and since the exact 

values of • derived from the fits to the particle 
data depend on the choice of other parameters, 
such as the boundary distance L and the 
energy change effect. 

The success of the solution at matching both 
the rise and decay times indicates that •(r) -- 
constant is a better estimate of conditions inside 

ß 

I AU than is •(r) -- Kor. The results are con- 
sistent with a K•(r) constant out to a bounda•ry 
at 2.7 AU, but other forms for the r dependence 
of the diffusion coefficient beyond I AU and 
corresponding changes in the boundary location 
cannot be excluded. 

ß The interpretation of the azimuthal part q•f 
the solution is presently uncertain, partly be- 
cause the experimental evidence is incomplete. 
However, there are a few comments that .do 
seem appropriate at this time. For west limb 
events, the radial part of the solution alone 
adequately describes the observed time pro•e 
at I AU. However, for the one east limb event 
observed some form of azimuthal propagation is 
necessary to explain the much slower rise time, 
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which is not easily explained by corotation of a 
fixed azimuthal distribution with the e folding 
angle of ~30 ø observed by McCracken et at. 
[1971]. One possibility suggested by Schatten 
and F/sk [1971] is that the azimuthal propaga- 
tion takes place at r ~ 1.5 solar radii by means 
of rapid transport along current sheets in the 
corona. In that case, the fitted Ko values de- 
rived in this paper would not represent an 
interplanetary diffusion process. 

. 

Although the results of the fitting procedure 
presented here are consistent with the assump- 
tion that adiabatic deceleration is the only 
energy change process operative, other forms 
of energy change cannot be excluded. 

PARTICLE ANISOTROPY 

It is also of interest to use the radial solution 

as the basis for an illustrstive calculation of the 

vector particle anisotropy, which is 

• - Uw- w • •' • (23) 

_ 

x 

z 
¸ 

¸ 

¸ 

SOLUTION FOR K r (r)-K 
L=2.7 AU _ 

i f•"'t, ''• , ¾= 400 krn/sec 
ß i N"N.' ß Kr = '• X I0 cm "/sec 

- ' -'• ?.0- 9.0 M eV - 
,x.. c:zso 

,o 

_:X _ 

'•,•. 1% 15-20 MeV 

- - 

31 I 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 

DATE - dAN & FEB 1970 

Fig. 7. Fits to the January 31, 1970, event using 
the present solution. 
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Fig. 8. The best-fit values of K,. are plotted 
versus proton energy T for all three events for 
L -- 2.7 AU. The K estimate of Jokipii a,•d Cole- 
man [1968] based on Mariner 4 field measure- 
ments is included for comparison. 

where w is the particle velocity. In order to 
investigate the vector properties of the anisot- 
ropy, we relax the assumption of a radial mag- 
netic field and adopt the approach of Ng and 
Gleeson [1971b], who have taken the case 
K• -- 0, have assumed that azimuthal gradients 
are zero, and have taken •,(r) ---- •,(r) cos • •, 
where • -- tan-•(•r/V) is the spiral angle. This 
approach, which is an approximation to the 

I / I to sun 
•, B-held 

r I 20% 

I•• SCALE DAY 12 
12 

•r = IO2ø crn•sec •r = 5 x IO 2ø '••RIL 
(o) (b) (c) 

Fig. 9. A vector diagram of the time evolution 
of the anisotropy at 1-day intervals: (a and b) 
predictions of the radial solution for L -- 2.3 AU, 
V -- 400 km/sec, C '-- 2.0, r -- 1.0 AU, and 
T,,otou -- 10 Mev; (c) typical Pioneer 8 observs- 
tion as reported by McCracken et al. [1971] fo.r 
7.5- to 21.5-Mev protons from March 30 to April 
9, !969. 
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actual situation, uses the purely radial solution 
to characterize propagation along the spiral field. 
Thus, for constant Kr the r dependence for K• 
becomes •(r) -- •/cos • •, and the gradient 
along the field becomes VU -- cos •(•U/•r). 
The anisotropy can then be written as 

-- w cos • 0r tz (24) 
where R(r, t) is the radial part of the solution, 
•r is the radial unit vector, and •s is the unit 
vector directed outward along the field (•r and 
•s meet at an angle • • 48 • at 1 AU). 

The vector anisotropy thus calculated is shown 
in Fibre 9, which depicts the t•e evolution of 
• in 1-day steps. Similar figures am given by 
N• and Gkeson [1971b], and the nature of this 
variation has been discussed by Ax/ord [1970]. 
A typical Pioneer 8 observation by McCr•ken 
et al. [1971] is included for comparison. For 7- to 
20-Mev protons at •1 AU, they obese a large 
25 • 50% anisotropy early in the event directed 
from •45•W, which decays to a value of 5 to 10% 
at late times direc•d approx•ately from 45•E. 
Unfo•unately, the relationship of the direction of 
these a•sotropies (o the field direction is not 
unambi•ous, since no direct field measurements 
were reported. Therefore it was necessa• to 
ass•e an average inte•laneta• field direction 
from •48•W in order to make a comparison with 
the calculations. The parameter values chosen for 
the calculation are typical for • 10-Mev protons, 
and there is qua•tative agreement with the 
observations, e.g., • decreases in mag•tude and 
changes direction from the west to the east. The 
strength of the anisotropy predicted at late times 
is 3-8% (depending on the value of V, •, and C 
chosen), a value which is in good agreement with 
the actual measurements. However, because of 
the approx•ations and ass•ptions made, this 
calculation is pr•a•ly illustrative. 

A reasonable explanation for the anisotropy 
obse•ed at I AU can be made in terms of 

•r• 3 and 4. At late times, the typical equi- 
lib•um pa•ide distribution has a pe• beyond 
I AU. The d•usive component of the anisot- 
ropy at I AU is thus &rected inward along the 
field and pr•uces an •stward anisotropy when 
combined •th outward radial convective cur- 

rent. At early tim• the large density gradient 

(see Figure 1) produces a strong outward diffu- 
sive anisotropy along the field. This is exactly 
the description proposed by McCracken et al. 
[1971] and has been discussed in detail by Ng 
and Gleeson [1971b]. It should be emphasized, 
however, that variation in the field direction or 
the inclusion of perpendicular diffusion could 
alter the anisotropy should this be required 
when more detailed observations become avail- 

able. 

CONCLUSIONS 

The solution presented here consists of re- 
solving the differential equation for the radial 
part of the particle propagation, using •(r) = 
constant, •nd including the effects of convection 
and energy change known to be important at 
low energies. This new radial solution is capable 
of accurately reproducing both •he rise and 
decay of west limb solar flare proton events 
observed at i AU using reasonable values of 
the parameters. The principal limitations of the 
new radial solution are that it assumes a diffu- 

sion tensor that is independent of energy and 
diagonal in a reference frame aligned with the 
radial direction. Within these limitations, the 
comparison of the new solution with actual 
data leads to the following conclusions about 
solar flare particle propagation in the inter- 
planetary medium: 

(a) The di)•usion tensor. The success of the 
present solution in fitting both the rise and 
decay of flare events indicates that •(r) = 
constant is a better approximation to actual 
conditions inside I AU than is K,(r) • r, which 
yields too slow a rise time [Forman, 1971a]. It 
is not necessary to invoke a scatter free region 
near the sun in order to reproduce the fast rise 
time observed for west limb flare events. The 

derived • values, which are most sensitive to 
conditions inside I AU, have a weak energy 
dependence and agree reasonably well with the 
estimates for • based on Mariner 4 magnetic 
field measurements. 

( b ) Free escape boundary. The success of 
the present solution in fitting the decay phases 
of flare events indicates that the assumption of 
a free escape boundary at some 2 to 5 AU is 
consistent with the observations at I AU. How- 

ever, a sharp boundary may not exist, but there 
might instead be a finite region of rapidly in- 
creasing diffusion coefficient. 
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(c) Anisotropy. Despite the limitations 
with respect to the actual spiral nature of the 
interplanetary field, the present solution can 
be used to understand many of the observed 
features of the vector particle anisotropy. 

ArrENDIX A: DERIVATION OF T•E NEW 

SOLUTION TO TI-IE RADIAL EQUATION 

A solution R(r, t) will be derived lo the 
equation 

O•'R (• _•) OR 2CV R _ l OR (A1) dr 2 -Jr- -- dr Kr • d t 
using the assumptions and boundary conditions 
Ilsted in the text. 

It can easily be shown that if we write 

R(r, t) = y(r) 1_ eVr/•.Ke_,/• (A2) 
r 

the function y(r) is the solution to 

where 

d2Y + (a -- l•/r)y = 0 dr • 
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(A3) 

1 V •' 
• .... > 0 (•) 

/• = V(2C_ 1) > 0 (A5) 
A simple change of variable p = (a)•/•r re- 
duces equation A3 to a form of the Coulomb 
wave equation, 

d•'Y_]_ Ii_ (•1/•11 dp• • y = 0 (A6) 
with solutions that are the regular and irregular 
Coulomb wave functions, Fo(fi/2(a) 
and Go(•/2(a) TM, (a)•/•r). The general solution 
to equation A1 can then be written 

R(r, t) = exp (Vr/2•) 
r 

' • [AnFo(•/2(•n) 1/2 , 
n 

• SnqO(•/2(•n) 1/2 , (•n)l/2v)] exp 
(xT) 

If we require that R(r, t) remain finite as 
r • 0, then B, = 0, and only the reg•ar Cou- 

lomb functions are involved. The eigenvalues am 
are defined by the outer boundary condition 
R(L, t) --'0. The eigenvalue equation for a. is 
thus 

Fo(•/2(Oln) 1/2, (Oln)l/2L) = 0 (AS) 

which must be solved by an iterative technique. 
The coefi%ients A. are determined by the re- 

quirement of impulsive $ function injection at 

l•(,., t = o) = '•(" '• ,'3 (A•) 
r 

We can thus write 

a(•, o) = 2 

where 

exp (Vr/2•) • AnYn(r) 
r n=l 

(A10) 

yn(r) -- Fo(•/2(Oln) 1/2, (O•n) 1/2•') 

If we left-multiply by 

L Vr) dr fo ym(r)r exp (--•-• 
we have 

fo L (](r -- r,) exp [--(V/2K)r] dr ym(r) r 
m L 

: •1Anfo yn(r)ym(r)dr (A11) 
In Appendix B the following orthogonality 

relationship for the regular Coulomb wave func- 
tions will be derived' 

o L yn(X)ym(X) dx ---- Nm(•nm (A12) 
where $•, is the Kronecker delta and y,(0) -- 
y,,(L) -- O. Using this relation, we can write 

ym(r,) exp [--(V/2•)r,] 
rs 

= E AnNm•nm = NmAm (A13) 
n 

Thus 
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exp [--( V/2K)r.I 
An - 

ß Fo[fi/2(an) 1/", (an)l/'r.] (A14) 
and the radial solution for the specific boundary 
conditions assumed becomes 

Sin(0) = Sin(;) = = = 0 

the left side vanishes, and 

fo '• S•(x)y•(x) dx = (Bb) 

t) 

with 

exp [V(r -- r,)/2K] 
rr• 

•o / ,1/2 

ß • Fo(fi/2(Otn) 1/0' (Otn)l/Or.)Fo(fi/2 (ot,•)l/2r) exp 

fi = V(2C -- 1)/g (A16) 

rn = 4g/(4•an -4- V') (A17) 

fo L Nn = [Fo(•/2 / ,1/2 1/2x) 12 kan) , (an) dx (A18) 

For t >> 1/K(a2 -- a•) the first term in equation 
A15 dominates and the function R(r, t) decays 
exponentially with time. For typical values of 
the parameters 1/K(a2 -- a•) • 10 hours. 

APPENDIX B' THE ORTI-tOGONALITY RELATION 

FOR REGULAR COULOMB WAVE FUNCTIONS 

We wish to demonstrate that 

o L yn(X)ym(X) dx = 0 
for n :/: m given that yn(X) is the solution to 

d"yn q_ an -- dx • • y• = 0 (B1) 
with boundary conditions yn(L) = y•O) = O. 
We write down separate equations for two dif- 
ferent eigenvalues a• and a•, m•tiply by y• 
and y•, respectively, and subtract: 

YmY•'' -- Ym''Y• = (am -- a•)y•ym (B2) 

d (YmY•'-- Ym'Y•) : (am •-- a•)y•ym (B3) 
dx 

If we left-m•tiply by •o•dx, we have 

[ymy• • -- ym tyn]O L 

: (am -- a•) YmY• dx (B4) 

Nn (A15) 
The problem remains to evaluate the normal- 

ization integral N•. Using equation B4, one can 
write 

Nn = limit [YmYn -- ' 
a ra'-• a n Ogre -- Ogn 

Applying l'I-I6pital's rule we have 

Nn = {OO•m [Y(øtm, X)Y'(a.•, x) 
-- y( m, X)y(Otn, X) ]..•----.,. 

(Bõ) 

(B7) 

= [y.(an, x)y'(an, X) 

-- y. ' (an , x) y (Otn , X)]o L 
where 

y (an , X) = yn ( X) 

0 

y.(Otn, X) = •ay(ot, x) I .... 
However, 

y(an, O) = y(an, L) = y.(an, O) = 0 

Nn = y.(Otn, L)y'(an, L) (B8) 
In terms of the Coulomb wave functions, this 
becomes 

x fi O Foq = - 
where 

Fo(r/ p) Fo[fi/2(Otn)l/•', / 
and 

(B9) 

But since Fo' = 0Fo/0p 
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Equation B9 isn't a simple evaluation of Nn, 
but it greatly facilitates the calculation because 
time-consuming numerical integration can be 
avoided. A useful discussion of the methods for 
calculating the Coulomb wave functions has 
been given by FrSberg [1955]. 
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